
The celestials are a sphere in which Christ is to 
achieve glory, and prior to Ephesians no reference 
of this kind had been made. The present adminis-
tration is providing the complement necessary for 
that ministry through which Christ will complete 
the reconciliation of the universe. The celestials 
have a real interest in the purpose of the eons. Not 
alone are humans concerned in the purpose. It will 
become evident as we proceed that estrangement 
existed and characterized the celestials long ere hu-
manity were created.

Invisibility and Unapproachability

Invisibility is a description of God, absolute and 
unrevealed. Prior to Him Who is the Image1 of 
the invisible God, the invisibility was an absolute 
manner. So too, with the entrance of sin and es-
trangement, there arose the contrary feature of un-
approachability.

This gave circumstances which, in a sense, dimmed 
the “visibility” of God. The Son is God’s Creative 
Original. He alone was fully intimate with His God 
and able to approach Him. Such thoughts are ba-
sic, for their reference indicates the purpose which 

1. [Editor:] For more information about Christ as God’s Image, see:
˗	 The Image of God, Clyde L. Pilkington, Jr., Bible Student’s 
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O
ne may well ask: Why are our blessings 
among the celestials? It is because the Pris-
on Epistles open up details which have re-

gard to a sphere other than the earth.

At first, it may not be readily appreciated why this 
should be so, or what necessity there is for such a 
change. The persistent reading of these epistles by 
the believer leads to an increasing measure of real-
ization concerning their contents. It becomes plain 
that information here regards a wider field than 
that of which the Scriptures have hitherto spoken, 
in any detail.

That God’s operations have an interest in creatures 
other than humans becomes evident as this group 
of epistles is pondered. Meditation makes clear that 
matters which elsewhere may be but casually or 
barely mentioned have been given a more distinct 
light. They merit consideration amidst the fresh as-
pect, and with an earnestness equal to that which 
has been accorded elsewhere.

Ephesians opens up the reason for the allotment 
accorded to Christ Jesus among the celestials, the 
reason for His headship, and the basic ministry po-
sition for the ecclesia which is His Body, the com-
plement by which He will be completing “All in all.”

Blessings Among the Celestials
by — John H. Essex (1907-1991)

Part 1 of 2

Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, Who 
blesses us with every spiritual blessing among the celestials, in 
Christ (Ephesians 1:3, Concordant Literal Version).

►
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We are all as an observer looking at the beginning of a painting, and vainly guessing what the final image will be. – André Sneidar

lies in the eons. It is to reveal God to an estranged 
creation.

Before the Disruption2

Where were you when I founded the earth? 
Tell if you know with understanding. Who 
determined its measurements – for surely you 
know! Or who stretched out a tape upon it? On 
what were its sockets sunk? Or who directed 
its cornerstone in place, when the stars of the 
morning jubilated together, and all the sons 
of Elohim shouted with joy? Who shut in the 
sea with double doors? when it rushed forth, it 
came forth from the womb (Job 38:4-7, CLV).3

There was a point, mentioned in this passage, when 
the sons of God, termed stars of the morning, jubi-
lated for joy at the occasion when the cornerstone 
of the earth was shot into its place. This is a mat-
ter prior to the occurrence of the disruption. The 
“jurisdiction of darkness” (Colossians 1:13) did not 
then exist. So too must we say in regard to the Ad-
versary that he was not then in being. There must 
be a definite relation between the jurisdiction of 
darkness and the beginning of the office of the Ad-
versary.

The Proverbs Confirm Job

To find a parallel of the details of Job 38, we need 
to place them alongside the statements of Proverbs 
8:23-26.

From the eon was I inaugurated, from the be-
ginning, preceding the earth; when there were 
no abysses I was travailed, When there were 
no springs teeming with water. Ere the moun-
tains were sunk in place, before the hills, I was 
travailed, when He had not yet made the earth 
and its open places, or the beginnings of soil for 
the inhabitance.

These verses in Proverbs, like the verses in Job, give 

2. [Editor:] For more information about  the disruption, see:
˗	 The Disruption, A.E. Knoch, Bible Student’s Notebook #522.

3. [Editor:] All Scripture references are from the Concordant Ver-
sion of the Old Testament, and the Concordant Literal New Testa-
ment.

information concerning matters which attach to 
Genesis 1:1,

Created by the Elohim were the heavens and 
the earth.

Both of these passages precede the chaos and dark-
ness of Genesis 1:2, which overtook the earth.

Yet the earth became a chaos and vacant, and 
darkness was on the surface of the submerged 
chaos. Yet the spirit of the Elohim is vibrating 
over the surface of the water.

Proverbs and Job are a reference to that which was 
prior to what is enumerated in the remaining vers-
es of Genesis 1. Into these subsequent conditions 
humanity was installed.

To Job all of these matters were evidence of Yah-
weh’s glory, whether connected with the original 
position of Genesis 1:1 or not. Equally, Proverbs 8 
makes plain that all, both first matters and those 
subsequent, were directed in wisdom.

Whence Darkness

and darkness was on the surface of the sub-
merged chaos.

There is a need to make the jurisdiction of dark-
ness a first consideration, for it will give us the right 
aspect of the eons.4 Whence does darkness arise? 
What promoted it, since God is Light? How came 
darkness to be instituted in His universe?

4. [Editor:] There are a total of five ages (or eons) in God’s revealed 
plan. We currently live in the third “evil age” which began with 
the flood of Noah and continues until the Second Coming of 
Christ. For a further look at God’s plan of the Ages (or Eons) see:
˗	 A “Handy” Chart of the Eons, E. Lynwood Crystal , Bible Stu-

dent’s Notebook 518;
˗	 The Eons of the Bible (with Concordance), Joseph E. Kirk, Bible 

Student’s Notebook 433;
˗	 The Divine Calendar, A.E. Knoch, Bible Student’s Notebook 

434, 435, or see the order form for the book edition, same 
title;

˗	 The Eons of the Ages (a chart) Bible Student’s Notebook 353;
˗	 The Purpose of the Eons (a chart)  Bible Student’s Notebook 

352;
˗	 The Ages: God’s Time Periods, Edward Henry Clayton, Part 

1: Bible Student’s Notebook 371, Part 2: Bible Student’s Note-
book 372.
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Untold confusion is the result of indiscriminate application of Scripture. – Theodore Joseph Silva (1909-1974)




The jurisdiction of darkness is certainly author-
ity which is opposed to God, and equally it resists 
subjection to God. It is the sway of enemies, and 
actively resists the Subjector. What led to its insti-
tution?

Is the factor which caused darkness at all compara-
ble to the function of the tree of knowledge of good 
and evil? If so, then the creation of the Adversary is 
the factor immediately prior to the coming of dark-
ness and its corresponding event, the disruption of 
the world. The disruption becomes God’s first re-
corded act following creation.

From the foregoing considerations, our thoughts 
are being guided to perceive that darkness did not 
just come to be in the universe.5 It was not due to 
an intruder, grasping authority without consent or 
reason. Its importance is too great to admit such 
thoughts, and so we will find it related to an event 
in the eons. This event comes to give character to 
the eons, and directs their course during three eons.

We will be assisted in our enquiry when we regard 
the Adversary as created at a point when the earth 
had come into existence. It was due to the creating 
of the Adversary that the disruption became possi-
ble and necessary. It surely occurs and corresponds 
with the counter-worker taking up his office, for at 
once does his work bear his character.

At this point came the initial effect of the jurisdiction 
of darkness. Out of it follows all of the features that 
led to the death of the cross, as well as the present 
activity of the Adversary amongst the world-mights 

5. [Editor:] I.e.,arbitrarily, outside of His control.

of this darkness, the stratagems of which operate to 
systematize the deception of the end time.

That we may by no means still be minors, surg-
ing hither and thither and being carried about 
by every wind of teaching, by human caprice, 
by craftiness with a view to the systematizing 
of the deception. … Put on the panoply of God, 
to enable you to stand up to the stratagems of 
the Adversary. For it is not ours to wrestle with 
blood and flesh, but with the sovereignties, 
with the authorities, with the world-mights of 
this darkness, with the spiritual forces of wick-
edness among the celestials (Ephesians 4:14; 
6:11-12.

Whence the Disruption?

It is certain that the disruption was not an un-
planned matter. It did not come about at the caprice 
of a creature. The patient gleanings of our studies in 
the Scriptures have come to give us the equivalent 
of a direct statement in respect of the disruption. 
We have the very express statement that the disrup-
tion involved the slaying of the Lambkin.

the Lambkin slain from the disruption of the 
world (Revelation 13:8).

Such language can only be related to the entrance 
of sin. It gives cogent reason for it. Later, in the case 
of humanity, there was adequate cause for the en-
trance of sin and estrangement. It lay in the tree 
which God planted, the fruit of which was forbid-
den to them. This prohibition the Adversary em-
ployed to delude the woman and confuse her ►
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conscience. Forthwith did Yahweh Elohim intimate 
to the woman and to the man that there was need 
for sacrifice for sin.

We thus reach the equal position in regard to the 
Adversary that, because he was the Adversary, this 
promoted the disruption. The exercise of his office 
would be the minimum necessity to sow seeds of 
estrangement, and the disruption of the world, and 
it even carried with it effects amongst the celestials.

Estrangement is then a very definite matter in the cir-
cumstance of the celestials. It gives reason why they 
need to be cleansed, and also why they have need for 
a divine service. Estrangement certainly comes with-
in the broad meaning of missing the mark, and, by 
looking particularly, we see offence as a major matter 
from which is the need for conciliation. This gives us 
the angle of matters around the celestials.

The Jurisdiction of Darkness

The jurisdiction of darkness must have ensued from 
the point when the Adversary entered upon his of-
fice. The Adversary must produce darkness even 
when it is a simulation of light. In effect, the ju-
risdiction of darkness denies concord. It indicates 
cleavage and division in the universe. Of necessity, 
this cannot affect God, but it must cast shadows 
and effects into elements of God’s creation, for even 
those of the ecclesia, chosen amidst the light of the 
original creation, they come to need to be rescued 

from the dominion of darkness (Colossians 1:13).

The reality of the Adversary’s authority was attested 
by the Lord Jesus. When arrested in the freehold 
of Gethsemane, a garden on Olivet, He made the 
observation to the chief priest and officers on the 
sanctuary:

This is your hour and the jurisdiction of dark-
ness (Luke 22:53).

To the same authority reference is made in Colossians 
1:13, and the Son of God’s love is shown as the Sover-
eign Who will yet bring the jurisdiction of darkness to 
an end, replacing it by the light of His kingdom.

Who rescues us out of the jurisdiction of Dark-
ness, and transports us into the kingdom of the 
Son of His love.

In this we see something of the glory and value of 
the blood of the Son of God’s love.

The degree to which darkness spread in creation is 
part of the question before us, and the main point 
is to perceive what can reverse the jurisdiction of 
darkness. Headship, placed in the hands of One 
Who is able to receive such an office, will reverse 
that authority.

God’s Son is well able for this task, for His love tran-
scends knowledge, and He will operate the glories of 

God’s been in time, on time, every time. – Belinda Lee Smith (Song Lyric)
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 God uses religion as a foil against which His grace and truth may be perceived. – André Sneidar
His sacrifice and effect them. He is the Effulgence of 
God’s glory and the Emblem of His assumption. The 
Son’s preeminence will be shown in every respect 
and relationship. He will lead all back to Him Whose 
activity is defined by the title, El Supreme,

Blessed is Abram by the El Supreme, Owner of 
the heavens and the earth. And blessed is the 
El Supreme … (Genesis 14:19-20).

It thus becomes evident that the activity enshrined 
in the title, Elohim, Subjector, was planned long 
before the point when the office of the Adversary 
was instituted. Such give point and purpose and re-
ality to the many matters which correct cutting of 
the word of truth, together with a pattern of sound 
words, have made clear and sure to us amidst our 
faith in the word of our God.

Light Counters Darkness

With the occurrence of the disruption, unapproach-
ability came to exist in regard to God, for that event 
introduced estrangement. This state of unapproach-
ability continued until the sacrifice of Christ. That 
slaying, as to effect, undoubtedly corresponded with 
the fiat, “Let there be light” in Genesis 1:3, for God is 
light. Light was not confined to the physical, for the 
physical bears some intimation of the spiritual. The 
slain Lambkin provided the light in which the read-
justment of Genesis 1 was really possible.

The Eons Required Darkness

The eons had in view the working out of all of the 
problems related to the darkness which was to en-

sue at an early point in the course of the first eon. 
Moreover, the eons were to restore fully the Light 
which revealed God in the face of Jesus Christ.

For the God Who says that, “Out of darkness 
light shall be shining,” is He Who shines in our 
hearts, with a view to the illumination of the 
knowledge of the glory of God in the face of 
Jesus Christ (II Corinthians 4:6).

To the event which prompted and corresponded to 
the darkness, the Scriptures give the term “disrup-
tion,” and to it are referred the planned details of 
God’s ways. Some of these are said to be “before” 
and others “from” the disruption. This event is a 
most notable key, for it furnishes the reason for the 
darkness, and so moves the cause of darkness out 
of the will of the creature.

“Chosen Before the Disruption”

According as He chooses us in Him before the 
disruption of the world, we to be holy and 
flawless in His sight, in love designating us be-
forehand for the place of a son for Him through 
Christ Jesus; in accord with the delight of His 
will, for the laud of the glory of His grace, which 
graces us in the Beloved (Ephesians 1:4-6).

This is a heading corresponding to the earliest of 
the circumstances of the eons, and the words “in 
light” (“the Father, Who makes you competent for a 
part of the allotment of the saints, in light” Colos-
sians 1:12) describe the character thereof.

Amidst that light, the saints of the present admin- ►
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His judgments are designed to correct men, not to destroy them. – Stephen Jones
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istration are said to be chosen in Him (Ephesians 
1:4). This choice was made when there existed no 
outward cause or reason to make it. There was no im-
mediate need for the choice. God’s will and intention 
proposed the choice. No outside circumstance re-
quired it. Darkness did not exist to call for the choice.

These facts ought to be meditated upon. In God’s 
intention, the choice anticipates those later hap-
penings, yet they gave the need amongst the celes-
tials, which required the allotment, in light, made 
to the Son of God’s love. To this allotment is related 
that kingdom which will eventually displace the ju-
risdiction of darkness.

The Celestials need Light

The celestials were first in the darkness. Their need 
for the sacrifice of Christ existed long before hu-
manity was created. In fact, the making of Adam 
was with a view to Calvary, for humanity’s existence 
provided the position whereby Jesus could be made 
“some bit inferior” to messengers (Hebrews 2:7, 9). 
Thus became possible the sufferings of death. The 
necessity existed prior to humanity, and for rea-
sons, in the first analysis, outside of humanity. Yet 
they were reasons truly related to our God and His 

revelation of Himself to His universe.

Yahweh brought forth His only begotten Son. In faith 
and obedience the Son carried forward the ways of 
His God and Father, so that the creating of humanity 
was in order that Jesus might taste death for the sake 
of everyone. It is clear that, through His blood, peace 
is effected for all – those on the earth and those in 
the heavens. It becomes obvious that celestials really 
have an interest in the multifarious wisdom of God 
which accords with the purpose of the eons.

… into which messengers are yearning to peer 
(I Peter 1:12).

That now may be made known to the sover-
eignties and the authorities among the celes-
tials, through the ecclesia, the multifarious 
wisdom of God (Ephesians 3:10).

In a very real sense, the celestials stand in need of 
the sacrifice if Christ. Darkness first came out on the 
celestial side, before it was on the earth. Yet darkness 
also involved the earth, and so events ensue thereon 
which bring to light God’s glory in both spheres.

(to be continued)
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___Commentary	on	Daniel	(Paperback)	

$10
___Commentary	on	Daniel	(Hardback)	

$15
___Concordant	Commentary	$20
___The	Divine	Calendar	$5
___Eternal	Torment,	or	Universal	Recon-

ciliation?	$4
___The	Mystery	of	the	Gospel	$11
___The	Problem	of	Evil	$15
___A	Reply	to	R.A.	Torrey’s	“The	Exact	

Truth	Regarding	an	Eternal	Hell”	$5
___Salvation	of	the	Unbeliever	$2
___Spirit,	Spirits	&	Spirituality	$12
___Studies	in	I	Corinthians	15	$5
___To	Enlighten	All	as	to	the	Secret	$5
___Two	Studies	on	Heaven	&	Hell	$3
___The	Unveiling	of	Jesus	Christ	$25
___What	is	Mankind?	The	Soul?	Death?	

$5
Adlai Loudy

___God’s	Eonian	Purpose	(Paperback/
Hardcover)	$13/$17

___ The	Gospel	of	Our	Salvation	$13
___How	to	Scripturally	Study	the	Scrip-

tures	$5
Other Authors

___100	Scriptural	Proofs	/	150	Reasons	
for	Salvation	of	All	(Whitemore/
Manford)	$10	

___After	the	Thousand	Years	(Trench)	$20
___At	the	End	of	the	Ages	(Evely)	$5
___The	Ages	(Clayton)	$5
___Be	Likeminded		(Andersen)	$11
___The	Best	of	J.R.	Miller	(Vol.	1)	$10
___The	Bible	in	Brief	(Rebmann)	$10
___Bible	Proofs	of	UR	(Hanson)	$13
___Check	Your	Panoply	(Rocke)	$10
___Christ	Triumphant	(Allin)	$13
___Christian	Individualism	(Sellers)	$1
___The	Defense	of	the	Christian	Revela-

tion	(Lyttleton/West)	$20
___The	Deity	of	God	(Essex)	$10
___Dictionary	of	Scripture	Proper	

Names	$10
___The	Dispensations	(Brown)	$6
___The	Divine	Glory	(Chauney)	$3
___The	Doctrine	of	Substitution:	An	

Erroneous	Teaching	(a	Compilation)	
$10

___Endless	Punishment	(Sawyer)	$20
___Eonian:	Everlasting	or	Age-Lasting?	

(Todd)	$4
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___Examination	…	Eternal	Punishment	
$19

___Fables	of	Infidelity	(Patterson)	$23
___The	Fellowship	of	the	Mystery	(Side-

bottom)	$5
___God	in	Creation,	Redemption,	Judg-

ment,	&	Consummation	(Saxby)	$11
___God’s	Plan	for	Man	(Loudy/Joyce)	$10
___God’s	Truths	Recovered	(Russino)	

$22
___Greek	Word	Aion-Aionios	(Hanson)	

$10
___Growing	in	the	Realization	of	God	

(McMahon)	$5
___The	Harmony	of	the	Last	Week	(Cal-

laway)	$20
___Hell,	or	“Free	From	the	Blood	of	All	

Men”	(Welch)	$6
___History	of	Opinions	on	the	Scriptural	

Doctrine	of	Retribution	(Beecher)	
$30

___I	Will	Have	One	Doctrine	&	Disci-
pline	(Purdy)	$15

___Identity	Test	(Lord)	$2
___Legend	of	Hell	(Dearmer)	$20
___No	Equals	(C.E.S.)	$5
___Outcome	of	Infinite	Grace	(Hurley)	

$10
___Pagan	Christianity	(Viola	&	Barna)	$18
___Paul	vs.	Peter	(Newell)	$10
___Real	Story	of	Jesus	Christ’s	Birth	

(Pontis)	$15
___	Restitution	of	All	Things	(Jukes)	$12
___Rich	Man	&	Lazarus	(Burgener)	$11
___Rich	Man	&	Lazarus	(Kreamer)	$10
___Rich	Man	&	Lazarus	(8-Author	

Combo)	$20	
___Salvator	Mundi	(Cox)	$18
___The	Sequel	Which	Sustains	(Pohor-

lak)	$10
___The	Soul	and	the	Unseen	(Coram)	$4
___The	Sovereignty	of	God	(Addair)	$5
___The	Story	of	the	Rich	Man	&	Lazarus	

(Burgener)	$11
___Union,	or	Christ	and	His	Church	

(Relly)	$19
___Unveiled	Glory/Unexpected	Discov-

ery	(Hurnard/Smith)	$5
___What	Is	Truth?	(Bast)	$15
___What	You	Don’t	See	Is	What	You	Get	

(Sorge)	$2
___Why	Paul?	(Sandoz)	$1

___Without	Form	and	Void	(Custance)	
$29

Reference Works
___Appendixes	to	the	Companion	Bible	

$20
___Critical	Lexicon	&	Concordance	$50
___Figures	of	Speech	$40
___Strong’s	Exhaustive	Concordance	

$25
___Young’s	Analytical	Concordance	$25	

Bible Student’s Notebook 
__Master Index (1-575) $6

Bound Volumes 
(Note:	We	recommend	ordering	the	latest	

volumes	first!	–	$20	each)
___Vol.	24	(576-600)	 ___Vol.	23	(551-575)
___Vol.	22	(526-550)	 ___Vol.	21	(501-525)
___Vol.	20	(451-500)	 ___Vol	19	(451-475)
___Vol	18	(426-450)	 ___Vol	17	(401-425)
___Vol	16	(376-400)	 ___Vol	15	(351-375)
___Vol	14	(326-350)	 ___Vol	13	(301-325)
___Vol	12	(276-300)	 ___Vol	11	(251-275)
___Vol	10	(226-250)	 ___Vol	9	(201-225)
___Vol	8	(176-200)	 ___Vol	7	(151-175)
___Vol	6	(126-150)	 ___Vol	5	(101-125)
___Vol	4	(76-100)	 ___Vol	3	(51-75)
___Vol	2	(26-50)	 ___Vol	1	(1-25)

___“Complete Set” $368 ($4 off each vol.; 
$92 total savings)

Bibles
Bullinger’s Companion Bible
___O	&	NT	Hardcover	$55
___O	&	NT	Enlarged	Type	Hardcover	

$65	
___O	&	NT	Black	Bonded	Leather	$83	
___O	&	NT	Black	Genuine	Leather	$90
Concordant Literal
NT	-	Hardcover	(w/Keyword	Concord.)
___Blue	$25
___White	$25
___NT	-	Paperback	$15
___OT	-	Hardcover	$40
Ferrar Fenton
___O	&	NT	Hardcover	$40
___O	&	NT	Bonded	Leather	$60

Parallel Literal

__NT Vol. 1 Paperback $20
__NT Vol. 2 Paperback $20
__NT – 2 Vol. Set Paperback $35

Rotherham’s Emphasized
___O	&	NT	Hardcover	$50
Weymouth’s
___NT	Paperback	$20
___NT	Hardcover	$35
Young’s Literal
___O	&	NT	Paperback	$	40
___O	&	NT	Hardcover	$	55

Tracts
___Which Is Better? (380 personalized 

tracts up to 3 lines, 35 characters per 
line) $4
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